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What is
 “design thinking” ?



UNCERTAINTY FOCUS

research prototype design

UNCERTAINTY FOCUS



Designers like ambiguity



We’re sensitive artists



We’re sensitive artists
“That Blue isn’t blue enough”
It’s actually a bit more Cerulean 
than Teal

“What if it wasn’t?”
Blow it up! Get it out of my face!

“Does it have to be like that?”
I just, like... don’t get it 



But we’re also Canaries
This is the part where you get 
sensitive...

Have you actually tested?
Do you want the truth?
Are your costs in-line?
What’s it made out of?
Who can help us?
Does it work?
Does anyone even want it?



The Process



The Process



question/hypothesis



Test quickly



iterate



FOCUS



question/hypothesis

Exercises



question/hypothesis

STORYBOARDING
CONNECTIONS

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/creative-exercises-better-than-brainstorming

BRAIN WRITINGZERO DRAFT

THAT MAKES ME 
THINK OF...

WISHINGS.C.A.M.P.E.R



question/hypothesis

CONNECTIONS

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/creative-exercises-better-than-brainstorming



question/hypothesis
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/creative-exercises-better-than-brainstorming

THAT MAKES ME 
THINK OF...



question/hypothesis
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/creative-exercises-better-than-brainstorming

WISHING...

It would be so much easier if we didn’t 
have to worry about (x)...



Test Quickly



Iterate (refine)



Focus



Knowing 
the 

constraints!



Charles 
Eames





“Here is one of the few effective keys to the design problem — the ability of the designer 
to recognize as many of the constraints as possible — his willingness and enthusiasm 
for working within these constraints. Constraints of price, of size, of strength, of 
balance, of surface, of time and so forth.”
— CHARLES EAMES 



Study the Constraints…
(and tell them to 
everyone)



Prototyping to sort, 
Organize and filter

Without prototyping, you 
can’t make an educated 
choice about which ideas to 
pursue. The purpose of any 
prototype is to test a 
concept before committing 
time and resources.







This stage isn’t about exactly how to make it. Don’t let that stop you!



The best overview of 
prototypes ever

iD Cards- Loughborough 
University, 2009

Download the pdf and app

http://www.lboro.ac.uk/media/wwwlboroacuk/externa
l/content/schoolsanddepartments/designschool/down
loads/id-cards%20(1).pdf



























Drawing



Start drawing
Mind maps, flow charts, idea 
sketches, 



Physical Prototypes



Build it (craft Time)



Off-The-Shelf



        

Buy Things that are 
similar and take 

them apart!
 



Cardboard
Paper, Tape, Staples, scissors



Sculpey, Clay, 
Play-doh
Model the whole shape, or just use 
to refine curves



They even design cars in clay!



foam
Green or pink foam insulation at 
home Depot

High Density Carving Foam



Softgoods 
prototyping
Paper, Tape, Staples, scissors



Softgoods 
prototyping
Fabric

If you can’t sew, use staples or tape



Next Level
Prototypes



CAD Model
Computer Assisted Design

Solidworks, pro E, Rhino

50 hrs + Specialized expertise



Computer 
Renderings
Photorealistic models

Agree on Colors, materials, 
textures.

Logo Placement
branding



3d Printing
Amazing resolution

Should be late in the process



Painted 
appearance 
model
Complete model

Size, shape, color

Sometimes working



Invisible 
Prototypes



Acting it out

Great for services, processes, and 
interactions



7-14-28
Make a peanut butter sandwich in 7 
steps.
Then make it in 14. 
Then in 28.

Continue to delve deeper to 
understand connections and get 
new insights



SCALE!



scale
PROTOTYPES DON’T ALWAYS HAVE TO BE 
IN SCALE.

wORKING 1:1 DOES HELP 
UNDERSTANDING MUCH DEEPER 
THOUGH



scale
If your concept is a display, stand, 
or area, tape it off.

Live in it…
Act out interactions...





Human Scale

Humans will use your product so 
start making them hold it.

Tape it to them! 

Put it in a box and have them open 
it and assemble



Get it in people’s hands



You know who knows how to Break stuff?



Have hard 
conversations. Be 
Honest.



Talk to the Vendor



You know who knows how to make 
stuff?



2 absolutes of prototypes
1. There is no set number of prototypes you should 

make… But it is definitely more than one.



2 absolutes of prototypes
1. There is no set number of prototypes you should 

make… But it is definitely more than one.

2. Each prototype will teach you something...usually it 
will make your design better.



Left turn!



Elijah’s guide to 
making things 

Real
         

(and real good)



Alignment
(Line Things up)



Alignment
(Line Things up)



Beauty Gap



Beauty Gap



Beauty Gap



Beauty Gap



Pick one thing to 
celebrate



Combine Pieces



Use Multiple 
Materials



Use Softgoods



Play with Scale



The Process



Thank You!  
Go Make something 
great!  



Questions?

Elijah@Basedesignco.com


